Downloading topographic data from Digimap and importing them into ArcMap
Digimap is “The most comprehensive maps and geospatial data available in UK Higher and Further
Education”. The website is at http://digimap.edina.ac.uk/digimap/home. Of particular interest on digimap is
the 10-meter-resolution topographic data for the whole of the UK. Please note that access to Digimap is
restricted (your university must have subscribed to the product). This handout explains how to download
data from Digimap and import it in ArcMap.
Firstly, log on to the website. On the
main page, click on the Ordnance
Survey box and then on “Download OS
mapping data for use in GIS/CAD:
Then click on “Data download”, read
thoroughly the terms and conditions
and “agree”. An interactive page will
appear, with a zoomable map of the
UK and a panel on the left hand side
describing the different ways of
specifying the zone of interest (using
coordinates, using the tiles’ names or
just by drawing a rectangle) and the
different products available (see
below). This interactive page is new
and I must say that I find it brilliant:
very clear and easy to use!

A lot of map data are available (Backdrop mapping, Vector data) and each product has a little “information”
box that will briefly explain what it consists of and what it will be useful for. Topographic data are in the
“Land and height data” category: PROFILE is the high resolution data (10 m resolution, 400 tiles for the UK);
PANORAMA is the low resolution data (100 tiles for the UK). “Contours” contains only the topographic
contours; DTM is the Digital Terrain Model (equivalent to DEM – Digital Elevation Model for our purpose).
I have decided to download the topographic data for the isle of Eigg: I draw a rectangle around the island
and Didgimap tells me that this represents 3 tiles for the PROFILE DTM data. I tick “PROFILE DTM” and the
next step will involve adding the data to the basket (bottom left).

When I click “Add to Basket”, a window appears:
Here I am asked to give the download a name and I
CAN ALSO CHANGE THE FORMAT OF THE DATA!
The default is NTF, which is a good format in terms
of compression but can be difficult to convert into
ArcMap-readable files depending on the version of
ArcMap you use. ASCII or TIFF are directly
importable into ArcMap; I will try to describe below
how to import NTF files into ArcMap.
When you hit “request download”, an e-mail is sent
to you that says that the order has been received. Shortly after, you will receive an e-mail telling you that the
order is ready: click on the link and download the data. The data are in a zip file. It’s as simple as that!

IMPORTING THE DATA INTO ARCMAP:
If you have downloaded data in ASCII or TIFF format:
If you have only one tile, just use the “Add Data” button in ArcMap. If you have more than one tile and want
to stitch them together: Data Management Tools  Raster  Raster Dataset  Mosaic to new Raster 
select the different TIFF or ASCII tiles (after unzipping the zip file). You can choose to specify the coordinate
system at that stage: for these DEMs of the UK, go to Coordinate Systems Projected Coordinate Systems
 National Grids  Europe  British National Grid. IMPORTANT NOTE: during this operation, the default
“pixel type” is set to “8_BIT_UNSIGNED”; this seems to be the cause of problems we have been having, such
as numerous “No Data” pixels in the topography, typically at a given elevation. This is the solution I have
been given: “If the assumption can be made that the DEM has no values below sea level then the DEM should
be mosaicked as 16_BIT_ UNSIGNED, otherwise 16_BIT_SIGNED, assuming that the units of height are
Metres, as that will accommodate all values (something that 8 bit can’t)”. So if you want to avoid problems,
use 16 bit. If you’re using Arc 10.1, you also need to specify the number of bands: 1.
Note: in some cases (in particular if you have only one tile), the edges of the tiles can have anomalously high
or low elevation values (e.g., 32000 m, -32000 m, 99999 m). This means that the data will not be displayed
properly and it can create problem when processing the data. To eliminate these data points from the
analysis, you can set them to Null: Spatial Analyst Tools  Conditional  SetNull. Select your raster as the
input conditional raster AND the input false raster and type in the “Expression” box: Value < -10 AND
Value > 9000 (case and space sensitive). This means: “Set to Null all the points that fulfil the statement and
use the value from the input false raster every time the statement is not verified”. Give a name to the output
raster and click OK. This should solve your problems.
If you want to project the data in a different coordinate system:
Once the mosaic operation has been performed, you can choose a new coordinate system. You need to
choose a projected system to have coordinates in meters: Data Management Tools  Projections and
Transformations  Raster  Project Raster.
Specify the input raster, then click on the button next to the “output coordinate system” box. These are two
popular options:
1- Select  Projected Coordinates Systems  Continental  …
- North America Lambert Conformal Conic.prj (for North America)
- Canada Lambert Conformal Conic.prj (for Canada)
- Europe Lambert Conformal Conic.prj (for Europe).
In this case, ArcMap will also require the “Geographic Transformation”. I usually use the first one on the list
because I don’t really know what the numbers at the end of the transformations are. The result doesn’t
seem to be strongly influenced by this choice (if you have any suggestions with respect to this matter, please
let me know).
OR:
2- Select  Projected Coordinates Systems  UTM  WGS1984  Select the suitable zone, according to
the table at the end of this handout.
Specify the “Resampling Technique” as CUBIC  click OK.

Next steps:
- save the project and close ArcMap.
- reopen an empty ArcMap and import the transformed raster (using the “Add Data” button) so that the
coordinates are displayed within the new coordinate system.
- In Data Management Tools  Raster  Clip the zone of interest.
If you have downloaded data in NTF format:
You need to convert the data into an ESRI dataset. If you don’t know how to do that, then too bad because…
!! WORK IN PROGRESS !!
We are in the process of going from ArcMap 9.3 to 10.1 and the process is a bit chaotic. Basically, you need a
NTF converter OR the “Productivity suite” that seems to be pluggable into ArcMap.
A year or so ago, I was told:
“You don't Need Map Manager anymore, you use ArcCatalog. Go to Tools/Extensions
and make sure you have Productivity Suite switched on. You will need to right
click on the toolbar and add the Productivity Suite Toolbar (only once). You can
then use the Convert NTF to ESRI Datasets button on the toolbar that appears
(right hand button - red dots with black rectilinear lines).”

This doesn’t seem to work any more. These are the latest instructions I received:
The version of Productivity suite which works with ArcGIS 9.3.1 is in the
basement Lab B (room 1.23, with dividers), the version that works with ArcGIS
10.1 is in the basement Lab A (room 1.26). The NTF converter is there as a
separate program in the Start Menu/Productivity Suite 2.0 (or 3.0)/NTF Converter.
Run it from the Start menu then:
1 press ‘Next’,
2 then ‘Add File’ and select the file(s) that you need to convert, then press
‘Next’,
3 ‘Next’ again,
4 At this point it will ask what type of Target Geodatabase you want, select
‘Personal Geodatabase’ and click the ‘Create a new ESRI Personal Geodatabase’
(the drum with a star), put it somewhere sensible, give it a title. Press ‘Next’,
5 Select which features from the NTF file you want (possibly all?), then press
Next,
6 Select whether you want extra attributes, press Next,
7 *Important* Select your coordinate system – In this case probably British
National Grid. This can be found in ‘Coordinate Systems/Projected Coordinate
Systems/National Grids/Europe as ‘British National Grid.prj’’. Then Press the
‘Apply’ button,
8 Press Finish.
You now have a personal Geodatabase that can be loaded into ArcMap.

Alternatively, you can download the data in ASCII or TIFF format 
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